Volume and flow dependence of respiratory mechanics in mechanically ventilated COPD patients.
Volume and flow dependencies of respiratory mechanics are examined in 10 COPD patients under mechanical ventilation (MV) at 3 levels of externally applied PEEP (PEEPe). Airways pressure (Paw), flow (V') and volume (V) data are analyzed according to (1) the linear and (2) a non-linear model, accounting for volume dependence of elastance and for flow and volume dependence of resistance. The models' fitness to data is assessed by the regression errors. Non-linear modelling fits significantly better to data, while the difference of fitness decreases with PEEPe. Linear mechanics are not significantly different between the 3 levels of PEEPe. A positive volume dependence of elastance observed at 0, decreases at 5 and increases again at 10 hPa of PEEPe. A seriously negative volume dependence of resistance at 0 turned to positive with PEEPe. These dependencies of respiratory mechanics during COPD under MV, show that the present non-linear respiratory mechanical monitoring may help for better and less risky adjustment of PEEPe.